
 
 
 
 
 
Do you want to Say No, and say no with Confidence, Composure, and Credibility? 
 

Why you need to be able to say No.  Because of the  
 
Potential for work overload that leads to                            Increased firefighting 
                                                  that leads to                            Increased working in crisis mode 
                                                  that results in                          Stress and mistakes  
                                                  that leads to                             A negative impact on your performance  

and  
                                                                                                    becomes expected of you 
                            =  has a negative impact on your credibility, confidence and your career/business success  
 
Benefits of saying no 
 

 You will have more time to focus on important, value added tasks 

 You will avoid over committing and the overwhelm and stress that results 

 You will be seen as an effective manager – by your staff, colleagues and senior personnel 
 

Saying No with Confidence, Composure and Credibility means  

 saying No in a way that communicates you are saying No for the right reasons 
       and  

 conveys your competence, expertise and professionalism 
 

To be able to say no with confidence, composure and credibility means  
1. Being able to recognise what gets in the way of you saying no 
2. Learning, practicing and applying strategies to  

 say no assertively 

 negotiate confidently 
 
 

How to Say No with Confidence, Composure and Credibility – Online Programme 
 

1. Pre programme questionnaire and 60 minute coaching session – to prepare you for the programme 
 

2. Session 1  -  Recognising the situations that are challenging to say no  – understanding what helps and 
hinders your ability to say no   

 

3. Session 2 -  Strategies to say no – tools and techniques that you can use to say no when required 
 

4. Session 3 - Positive and assertive communication techniques – strategies to use to communicate in a 
positive and collaborative way. 

 

5. Post programme questionnaire and 60 minute coaching session – to assist your continued development  
 
Included: 
Each one hour session will include a workbook, practical resources, handouts and checklists.  A five hour 
programme personalised to your own requirements. 
Your investment is £395 plus VAT for the whole programme. 
 
To learn more email Krista@thecredibilityexpert.co.uk  or phone 07804 956007 
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